Vehicular safety communications (VSC) are known to provide relevant contributions to avoid congestions and prevent road accidents, and more particularly at road intersections since these areas are more prone to accidents. In this context, one of the main impairments that affect the performance of VSC are interference. In this paper, we develop a tractable framework to model cooperative transmissions in presence of interference for VSC at intersections. We use tools from stochastic geometry, and model interferer vehicles locations as a Poisson point process. First, we calculate the outage probability (OP) for a direct transmission when the received node can be anywhere on the plan. Then, we analyze the OP performance of a cooperative transmission scheme. The analysis takes into account two dimensions:
However, few works studied the effect of interference in vehicular communications at intersections. Steinmetz et al derivate the success probability when the received node and the interferer nodes are aligned on the road [21] . In [22] , the authors analyze the performance in terms of success probability for finite road segments under several channel conditions. The authors in [23] evaluate the average and the fine-grained reliability for interference-limited V2V communications with the use of the Meta distribution. In [24] , the authors analyze the performance of an orthogonal street system which consists of multiple intersections, and show that, in highreliability regime, the orthogonal street system behaves like a 1-D Poisson network. However, in low-reliability regime, it behaves like a 2-D Poisson network. The authors in [25] derive the outage probability of V2V communications at intersections in the presence of interference with a power control strategy.
In this line of research, we study the performance of V2V and V2I communications in intersection scenarios in presence of interference. However, all the aforementioned works that deal with intersection scenarios consider only a direct transmission, and assume independent interference, which is not always the case. They also consider that the receiving nodes are on the roads, which is not the case in V2I communications. As the best of the authors knowledge, there are no prior work that consider an intersection scenario with direct transmission when the received nodes can be anywhere on the plan, and a cooperative transmission considering vehicles mobility which result in dependent and independent interference.
C-Contribution:
In this paper, we focus on direct and cooperative transmissions for intersection scenarios in presence of interference. We develop a framework to model a direct transmission and a relayed transmission between vehicles (V2V) and between vehicles and infrastructure (V2I) at intersections using tools from stochastic geometry and point process theory. We derive the outage probability expression for a direct transmission, when the receiving node can be anywhere on the plan. We then derive the outage probability in a relayed transmission considering different decoding strategies, namely selection combining (SC) and maximal ratio combining (MRC). We also consider two mobility models. The first model is the low speed or static vehicles (LSV) model which assume that the interferer vehicles move slowly or not at all. The second model is the high speed vehicles (HSV) model which assume that the interferer vehicles move at high speed. The main contributions of our paper are: • We develop a tractable analysis to model V2V and V2I communications for direct trans- July 24, 2018 DRAFT missions and for cooperative transmissions in intersection scenarios, and we show that cooperative transmissions always enhance the outage probability performance compared to direct transmissions. We study two mobility models, and compare their outage probability and throughput performance under different traffic densities.
• We evaluate the outage probability when the destination uses SC and MRC, and we show that MRC has a better performance over SC when the relay is close to the source. We also evaluate the outage probability for several relay positions, and we find the optimal relay position for different traffic conditions and vehicle mobility models; and we show that the outage probability does not improve after the number of infrastructure relays reached a threshold value.
• We derivate a closed form of the outage probability when the interference are dependent and independent given specific channel conditions. We also obtained closed form of Laplace transform expressions where the relay and/or the destination are located anywhere on the plan, for specific channel conditions. • We study the outage probability performance of cooperative transmissions in highways and intersection scenarios. We show that, as the vehicles move closer to intersections, the outage probability increases compared to highway scenarios. However, as the vehicles move away from intersections, highway and intersection scenarios exhibit the same performance, which confirms the statement that intersections are critical areas and more prone to incidents.
Finally, we show that, depending on the environment, the interference dependence behaves differently. For instance, suburban intersections have a lower interference dependence compared to urban intersections. This is obtained by studying the impact of the path loss exponent on the outage probability performance.
D-Organization:
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our system model. In Section III, the outage behavior is carried out for several scenarios. The Laplace transform expressions are derived in Section IV. Simulation and discussion can be found in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
Notation: We denote · the Euclidean norm. P(A) denotes the probability of the event A.
L I (·) and E I [·] denote the Laplace transform and the expectation with respect to the random variable I, respectively. 1{·} denotes the indicator function.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
Our aim is to compute the performance of a cooperative transmission in terms of outage probability between a source node S and a destination node D, with the help of a relay node R.
For the sake of convenience, we use S, D and R to denote both the nodes and their locations as depicted in Fig.1 .
We consider an intersection case with two perpendicular roads, the horizontal road denoted by X and the vertical road denoted by Y . As we consider both V2V and V2I communications, any node of the triplet {S, R, D} can be on the road (as a vehicle) or outside the roads (as part of the communication infrastructure). As shown in Fig.1 , the distance between the relay and the intersection (resp. between the destination and the intersection) is denoted by r (resp. d), the intersection is the point when the road X and Y intersect, i.e., the point with the coordinate (0,0).
We also consider a set of interfering vehicles that are located on the roads. We assume that the set of interfering vehicles on axis X, denoted by Φ X (resp. on axis Y , denoted by Φ Y ) are distributed according to a one-Dimensional Homogeneous Poisson Point Process (1D-HPPP) denoted by Φ X ∼1D-HPPP(λ X , x) (resp.Φ Y ∼1D-HPPP(λ Y , y)) over the space B, where x and λ X (resp. y and λ Y ) are the position of the interferer vehicles and their intensity on the X road (resp. Y road). We denote by x and y, both interferers and their locations. Finally, we consider that the 1D-HPPP can be on infinite road segments, i.e., B = {x ∈ R, y ∈ R}, or on a finite road segments, i.e., B = {x, y ∈ R||x| < Z,|y| < Z}.
The nodes use a slotted ALOHA protocol. The time axis is divided into time-slots and each transmitting node can access the medium at each time-slot with probability p ∈ [0, 1], which performs an independent p−thinning of the original point process.
We use a Decode-and-Forward (DF) transmission scheme, i.e., the node R decodes and re-encodes the message then forwards it. We consider a half-duplex transmission, in which, a transmission occurs during two phases. The duration of each phase is one time-slot. In the first phase, the source broadcasts the message to the relay and destination (S −→ R and S −→ D).
In the second phase, we consider two decoding schemes. For the first one, named SC, the relay The received signal at the relay and the destination can be expressed respectively as
where χ S and χ R are the messages transmitted by S and R, Y R and Y D are the messages received by R and D respectively. The messages transmitted by the interfere node x and y from the X and Y road, are denoted χ x and χ y respectively, h ab is the fading coefficient between node a and b, and is modeled as CN (0, 1) (Rayleigh fading). The power fading coefficient between the node a and b, |h ab | 2 , follows an exponential distribution with unit mean, n R and n D are two additive with Gaussian noises (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ 2 . We define the aggregate July 24, 2018 DRAFT interference as
where I X R is the aggregate interference from the X road at the relay, I Y R is the aggregate interference from the Y road at the relay, I X D is the aggregate interference from the X road at the destination, I Y D is the aggregate interference from the Y road at the destination, Φ X R is the set of the interferers from the road X at the relay, Φ Y R is the set of the interferers from the road Y at the relay, Φ X D is the set of the interferers from the road X at the destination, and Φ Y D is the set of the interferers from the road Y at the destination.
In this work, we consider two mobility models. In the first model, which we referred to as the low speed or static vehicles (LSV), we assume that the interferers (vehicles) do not move or move slowly, that is, their positions remain the same during the two time slots of the transmission.
Thus the vehicles that interfere at the relay and at the destination are originated form the same set, i.e.,
In the second model, which we referred to as the high speed vehicles (HSV), we assume that the vehicles move at a high speed, that is, their positions change every time slot. Thus, the vehicles that interfere at the relay are not the same that interfere at the destination, i.e.,
III. OUTAGE COMPUTATION

A. Condition for outage:
We define, in this section, the outage events related to the DF protocol using a half-duplex transmission. We first define the outage event related to the direct link S − D. Then, we define the outage events related to the relayed links S − R and R − D when using SC and MRC.
1) Direct transmission:
We define the rate related to the direct link S − D, denoted R SD , as
We define the outage event on the direct link S − D, denoted O SD , as
where R is the target rate.
2) Relayed transmission: We define the rates related to the relayed link S − R and R − D, denoted respectively R SR and R RD , as
and
We now define the outage events on the relayed link S − R and R − D as
Notice that the outage can also be expressed in terms of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), that is, an outage event occurs when the SINR is lower than a decoding threshold θ, which can be expressed by
, θ = 2 2R − 1, and a and b are the transmitting and the receiving node, respectively.
Since we use SC and MRC, we have two expressions of the outage event during the second phase. In SC, an outage event occurs when the destination cannot decode the source message, and cannot decode the relay message given that the relay successfully decoded the source message.
In MRC, an outage event occurs when the destination cannot decode the source message, and cannot decode the message when adding the relay and the source power given that the relay successfully decoded the source message.
Therefore, we express the outage O SC for SC as
where
is the event that the relay successfully decodes the source message.
We express the outage O M RC for MRC as
where O SRD [R SRD < R] is the outage event at the destination when the relay and the source transmit simultaneously, and R SRD the rate when using MRC. The rate R SRD is expressed as
B. Outage behaviour:
In this section, we calculate the outage probability for the direct transmission and the relayed transmission.
The outage probability for the direct transmission using DF protocol and half-duplex transmission is expressed as
where K ab = θ P l ab and N ab = exp(−K ab σ 2 ).
2) Relayed transmission: The outage probability for the DF protocol using a half-duplex transmission when the destination uses SC, P(O SC ) is
and the outage probability when the destination uses MRC, P(O M RC ) is
For the sake of convenience, we will express the outage probability P(O SC ) as a function of the success probability P(O C SC ) for SC as
and P(O M RC ) for MRC as
As for the outage probability, the success probability has two expressions, depending whether the destination uses SC or MRC. When the destination uses SC, the success probability P(O C SC ) is
and when the destination uses MRC the success probability
Now, we calculate each probability in equations (19) and (20) . First, we calculate the probability
, this probability is related to the outage during the first phase, its expression does not change whether the destination uses SC or MRC. The expression of P(O SR ∩ O C SD ) is given by
Proof : See Appendix A.
The outage probability during the second phase has two expressions, depending on the transmission scheme. The outage probability, when using SC, denoted P(O C SR ∩ O C RD ) , is expressed as
Proof : See Appendix B.
The outage probability, when using MRC, denoted P(O C SR ∩ O C SRD ) is given by
Proof : See Appendix C.
We can notice that equation (23) is not defined when l RD = l SD . However, we do not calculate the outage probability in this case.
Note that the outage probability expressions derived before are expressed as a function of the expectation with respect to I X and I Y . The expression of the expectation changes depending on the vehicles mobility models, i.e., the HSV and the LSV models.
Theorem 1. The outage probability for the HSV model using SC and MRC is given by (17) and (19) is given by (19) and (20) are respectively expressed by
Proof : See Appendix D.
Theorem 2. The outage probability for the LSV model using SC and MRC is given by (17) and (19) and (20) are respectively given by
Proof : See Appendix E.
The cross term ρ X (s, b) and ρ Y (s, b) arise from the dependence between the interference at two locations (the relay and the destination). Fortunately, in our scenario, a closed form for the cross terms ρ X (s, b) and ρ Y (s, b) can be obtained for α = 2 and α = 4, in the case when the interference are originated from vehicles in finite and infinite road segments.
IV. LAPLACE TRANSFORM EXPRESSIONS
After we obtained the expressions of the outage probability, we derive, in this section, the Laplace transform expressions of the interference from the X road and from the Y road when the interference are originated from vehicles in finite road segments (B = [−Z, Z]), and infinite road segments (B = R). As mentioned in the previous section, joint Laplace transforms can be expressed as the product of two Laplace transforms and a cross term. A closed form expression of the cross term can be obtained for α = 2 and α = 4. However, they will not be presented here due to space limitation. Thus, in this section, we are only concerned with the computation of the single Laplace transform.
The Laplace transform of the interference originating from the X road at the received node denoted N , is expressed as
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The Laplace transform of the interference originating from the Y road is given by
where n and θ N are the distance between the node N and the intersection , and the angle between the node N and the X road, respectively.
The expression (34) 
Proof : See Appendix F.
When a cooperative transmission is considered, N ∈ {R, D} and n ∈ {r, d}.
Note that when θ N = 0, it corresponds to the case where the received node is on the X road.
Then, if we substitute θ N = 0 in (38) and (39), we obtain the special case in [21] when the receiving node is on the X road, and when the direct transmission and infinite road segments are considered
Proposition 2. The Laplace transform expressions of the interference at the node N for an intersection scenario, when B = [−Z, Z] and when α = 2 are given by
where Θ X (s) = arctan Z + n x
It is worth noting that the expression of (38) does not depend on n cos(θ N ), that is n x .
Similarly, (39) does not depend on n sin(θ N ), that is n y . However, one can notice that, (42) and (43) both depend on n x and on n y . This can be explained by the fact that, as interferers extend to infinity, the term (x − n x ) will tend to x, that is (x − n x ) −→ x when x −→ ∞, and (y − n y ) −→ y when y −→ ∞. This is no longer the case when the interferers are on finite road segments. In this case, the result depends on n x and on n y . Now that the Laplace transform equations are at hand, we plug them into the outage probability equations, and we get the final and complete expressions of the outage probabilities.
V. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our model and in order to verify the accuracy of the theoretical results, Monte Carlo simulations are obtained by averaging over 10,000 realizations of the PPPs and fading parameters. Unless stated otherwise, all the figures are plot for intersection scenarios. We set our simulation area to [−10 6 m, 10 6 m] for each road segment.
We also set A = 650, and the transmit power to P = 120 mW. Without loss of generality, we set 
The vehicles intensity λ can also be interpreted as the average distance between vehicles. Fig. 2 -a plots the outage probability for several values of noise power level when p = 0.05. We can see from the figure that for low interference level (low vehicle intensity), the noise becomes predominant, and thus degrading the performance. However, as the level of interference becomes high, the noise becomes negligible. Fig. 2-b depicts the outage probability for several values of p when the noise power level is set to σ 2 = −97 dBm. We can notice that, as p increases, the performance of the outage with noise and without noise converge to the same values. This is because, as p increases, the power of interference increases accordingly, thus making the power of noise negligible compared the interference power, which corresponds to the interference limited scenario.
In the next figures, since we are mainly interested in the effect of the interference, we will consider only the interference limited scenario, that is, σ 2 = 0.
From Fig.3 , we can make the following observations. First, cooperative transmissions outperform the direct transmission, that is, the outage probability for a cooperative transmission is lower than the one for a direct transmission. Second, MRC outperforms SC. The explanation of the first observation is that, when the direct transmission fails, i.e., the link S-D is in outage, the well known fact that, in SC, the destination uses power received from the relay to decode the message. However, in MRC, the destination adds the relay power and the source power, which increases the SINR, and decreases the outage probability compared to SC. We notice that, for lower values of p, the outage probability decreases. This is because lower values of p mean lower probability for the vehicles to access the medium, leading to less interferers, and thus reducing the SINR and the outage probability. We can conclude that vehicles should always cooperate in order to minimize the outage probability, and we confirm the well known fact that, using MRC always enhance the performance compared to SC. We study the effect of MRC in Fig.6 .
We notice from Fig.4 that, when the intensity of vehicles λ or p increase, the outage probability increases accordingly (as explained in Fig.3 ). We also notice that, for lower values of λ (low traffic conditions), the HSV model outperforms the LSV model. But, as the intensity of vehicles increases (high traffic conditions), the LSV model exhibits better performance. This is explained by the fact that the interference dependence (LSV) in high traffic is beneficial due to highly dependent hops of the relaying path. So, if the S-R link succeeded, it is likely to be the case of the R-D link. Thus, the interference dependence (LSV) leads to higher performance than in the presence of independent interference (HSV) in high traffic conditions, that is, when the number of transmitting vehicles increases [3] . In other words, in low traffic conditions, increasing the vehicle speed increases the outage performance, whereas in high traffic conditions, decreasing the vehicle speed increases the performance.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the throughput as a function of θ, where the throughput T is defined as follows
where log 2 (1+ θ) is the Shannon bound (in nats pers hertz) and P(O C ) is the success probability [6] . We can notice that in a high traffic scenario (λ = 0.1, λ = 0.2), the LSV model allows the highest throughput than the HSV model. This confirms what we concluded in Fig. 4 . We also notice that, in a low traffic scenario (λ = 0.01, λ = 0.02), the HSV model allows a slightly higher throughput than the LSV model. However, even for lower values of λ (low traffic), as θ increases, the LSV model achieves a higher throughput that the HSV model. This is because,
for larger values of θ, in order to have an outage, a large number of vehicles have to transmit at the same time, hence, increasing traffic density. Note that T is a function of log 2 (1 + θ) and P(O C ). When θ increases, log 2 (1 + θ) increases.
However, the success probability P(O C ) decreases. In one hand, we are tempted to increase θ to increase the rate. But on the other hand, increasing θ increases the outage probability. An optimal value of θ must be carefully set in order to maximize the throughput under given traffic conditions and vehicles mobility.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the outage probability as a function of the relay position for a setting where S = (0, 0) and D = (200, 0). We can see from Fig. 6 -a that the best relay position for the LSV model is in the middle of S and D, whereas, the best relay position for the HSV model is slightly shifted from the middle toward D. We also can see from Fig. 6 -a that, in high traffic scenarios, the LSV model achieves a better performance (as stated in Fig.4 ). However, when the relay is close to the destination, the HSV model has a better performance than the LSV model. This is because, in a high traffic scenario (harsh environment), the direct link S-D is more likely to be in outage, therefore when the relay is close to the destination, that is, S − R ≈ S − D , the S-R link is more likely to be in outage due to highly dependent interference. Furthermore, as stated in Fig.4 , in low traffic scenario, the HSV model has a better performance than the it is more likely that the relay path fails due to (low but still present) interference dependence.
Hence, the best relay position is when the relay is equidistant from S and D.
Finally, we can notice, regardless of traffic conditions or vehicle speeds that, as the relay moves closer to the destination, MRC and SC offer the same performance. This is because, when the relay is close to the destination, the power received at the destination from the source is much smaller than the power received from the relays (l RD l SD ). Thus, adding the power of S-D link does not add much power (diversity gain) to the R-D link, which makes MRC and SC at the same level of performance. When the relay is closer to the source, the level of power received at the destination from source and from the relay is almost the same (l RD ≈ l SD ), which increases the diversity gain, leading to greater performance of MRC over SC.
The relay location plays an important role in the performance. This can be used in the relayselection based algorithms, where vehicles have to take into account both the relays location and speeds (HSV or LSV). As regards the decoding strategies, there is also a tradeoff between performance and complexity to consider, because MRC is difficult to implement, and it is only beneficial when the relay is close to the source.
In Fig. 7 , we present analytical results when the relay is located on the first bisector. We plot the outage probability as a function of the distance of the source from the intersection, and the distance of the destination from the intersection, denoted respectively S and D , in 2D (a) and 3D (b). Without loss of generality, we set the source on the X road, and the destination on the Y road.
Since the relay is outside the roads, we can consider that it belongs to the roadside infrastructure.
A roadside infrastructure with the coordinate (0, 0) can be placed in the center of a roundabout, or mounted on a traffic light pole. We can notice that the outage probability reaches it minimum when the relay is the middle of S and D (Fig.6 ). We also notice that there is no need to use a relay that would be farther than the coordinate (60, 60) in terms of outage performance. Although there is a little bit of (but still negligible) gain when using R 3 , we can state that using only 3 relays in 200 meters or above, offer the same performance than using 7 relays or more. In Fig.7 -b, we only plot the outage probability when using the relay R 1 , R 2 and R 4 . We can notice that the relay R 1 covers the first [0,17 m] x [0,17 m], that is, 289 m 2 (300 m 2 ). The relay R 2 cover approximately 4600 m 2 (4611 m 2 ), and then the relay R 4 cover the rest, that is, more than 35000 m 2 (35389 m 2 ).
The Fig. 8 compares the outage probability of a cooperative highway scenario with a single lane [16] and a cooperative intersection scenario with two orthogonal lanes. We can see from Fig. 8 that the outage probability increases as λ, p and θ increase (see Fig.3 ). One can notice that the highway scenario outperforms the intersection scenario in terms of outage probability. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that the intersection scenario has an additional lane that contributes to the aggregate of interference, therefore increasing the outage probability. We will see in the next figure the difference between the two scenarios.
In Fig. 9 , we present the results for several values of r SD , the relay is equidistant from the source and the destination. Without loss of generality, we set the triplet {S, R, D} on the same road. We plot the outage probability as a function of the distance from the intersection for r SD ∈ {50 m, 150 m, 250 m}. As for the results in Fig. 8 , the highway scenario offers a better performance in terms of outage probability than the intersection scenario. But, as we increase the distance between the triplet and the intersection, the highway scenario and the intersection scenario converge toward the same value. This can be explained by the fact that, as vehicles move away from the intersection, the power of the interference originated from the other road becomes negligible, thus leading to the same performance as in a highway scenario. This further confirms the statement that the intersection scenario has a higher outage probability compared to the highway scenario, thus making intersections more critical areas because they are more prone to outage.
From Fig. 10 , we see that, as α increases, the outage probability decreases, this is intuitive, since the path loss function decreases faster for larger value of α, thus leading to the rapid decrease of the interference power. We also see that, in a high traffic load (λ = 0.2), the LSV model exhibits better performance. Inversely, in low traffic load, the HSV model exhibits a better performance. This confirms the results in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.6 . We note that for a low traffic scenario (λ = 0.03, λ = 0.05), the gap in terms of outage probability between the LSV model and the HSV model, for α = 2, is very small, but, as α increases, the gap becomes larger. Also, for λ = 0.07, the HSV model has a slightly higher value of outage probability than the LSV model when α = 2, but, as the value of α increases, the LSV model has a slightly high value of outage probability over the HSV model.
We conclude that larger values of α lead to higher interference dependence, because the interference is dominated by vehicles that are close to the receiving nodes. On the opposite, lower values of α lead to lower interference dependence, because the interference is a summation of several far vehicle signals which, to some extent, decreases the dependence of the interference [5] . Note that the path loss exponent α depends on the environment. For instance, α = 2 corresponds to the free space, α ∈ {2.7, 3.5} to an urban area, and α ∈ {3, 5} to a shadowed urban area [26] . We can state that the environment plays an important role in the interference dependence. Indeed, an intersection in a suburban area has a lower dependence of interference, whereas an intersection in an urban has a higher interference dependence.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the performance of direct transmissions and cooperative transmissions for vehicular networks at road intersections in the presence of interference. We presented analytical results for two mobility models. Closed-from expressions were obtained for specific channel conditions. We also considered two decoding strategies: SC and MRC. We derivate Laplace transform expressions when the receiving node can be anywhere on the plan, given finite and infinite road segments.
We showed that cooperative transmissions always enhance the performance compared to direct transmissions, and the use of MRC is only useful when the relay is closer to the source. We also showed that mobility increases the outage probability performance in good traffic conditions, whereas static or low mobility increases the outage probability performance in harsh traffic conditions. We also showed that the best relay position for the HSV model in low traffic conditions is when relay is closer to the destination. The best relay position for the HSV model in high traffic conditions is when relay is slightly shifted from the middle toward the destination.
However, the best relay position in the LSV model is when the relay is equidistant from the source and the destination regardless of the traffic conditions. We showed that the outage probability does not improve after using 3 infrastructure relays.
We also showed that lower values of the path loss exponent leads to higher interference dependence. Finally, we showed that cooperative transmissions at intersections have higher outage probability than cooperative transmissions on highways.
As future works, we plan to analyze other medium access protocols, such as CSMA. We also plan to consider other channel models and other roads geometries.
APPENDIX A
We calculate the first probability in equation (19) 
Since |h SR | 2 and |h RD | 2 both follow an exponential distribution with unit mean, we get
Given that the noise is independent of the interference, and using the independence of the PPP on the road X and Y , we finally get (21) .
APPENDIX B
To calculate the second probability in equation (19), we follow the same steps as in the Appendix A, and we obtain (22)
APPENDIX C
To calculate the second probability in (20) , we follow the same steps as in Appendix A, then we obtain:
We write the probability inside the expectation in (44) as:
where δ = |h RD | 2 l RD + |h SD | 2 l SD and β = θ/P .
The complementary cumulative distribution function of δ, denotedF δ (.), is given by:
plugging (45) into (44), and with some algebraic manipulations, we get (23) .
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 1
When the interference at the relay and the destination are generated from two independent sets, the following expectation can be written as
Given that E[e sI ] = L I (s), we then develop the expression of the first expectation in (46)
Plugging (1) into (47) yields
where (a) follows from having independent fading; (b) follows from calculating the expectation over |h Rx | 2 which follows an exponential distribution with unit mean, and then calculating the expectation over the indicator function 1; (c) follows from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of a PPP [27] . Then the right side of the equality in (46) can be expressed as
where:
In the same way, when the interference originating from the Y road at the relay and the destination are generated from two independent sets, the following expectation can be written as 
After substituting all the expressions of the expectation in (21), (22) and (23), we obtain (24), (25) and (26) .
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 2
When the interference at the relay and the destination are generated from the same set, the equality in (46) and (51) does not hold true. Then, the expectation in left side of (46) will be expressed as 
Then (54) can be writen as
Following the same steps, we obtain the expectation in the left side of (50)
After substituting all the expressions of the expectation in (21), (22) and (23), we obtain (27), (28), and (29).
APPENDIX F PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
In order to calculate the Laplace transform of interference originated from the X road at the relay, we have to calculate the integral in (34).We calculate the integral in (34) for B = R and α = 2. Let us take k = sP/A 2 , n x = n cos(θ N ) and n y = n sin(θ N ), then (34) becomes
and the integral inside the exponential in (57) equals
Then, plugging (58) into (57) we obtain L I X N (s) = exp − pλ X k π n 2 y + k .
Finally, substituting k and n y in (59) yields (38). Following the same steps above, and without details for the derivation, we obtain (39). 
then plugging (61) into (60) yields (40). Following the same steps above, we obtain (41).
